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Dear Chairman Johnstone and the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
As a stakeholder in the marine ecosystem and the health of the local economy, I firmly support these
important proposals regarding herring management in Southeast Alaska:
Proposals 114 and 115-I support this region-wide proposal to require herring stocks to be above their
minimum stock biomass for five ¢onsecutive years before a sac-roe fishery (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pressure for an extended period oftime will allow these stocks a greater
opportunity to build back to historic levels. The closures of all SllO·tOe fisheries except Sitka
Sound this year shows that depleted stocks need more time to recover.
Proposal 118-I support this proposal to only harvest 50% of the Guideline Harvest Level over 2S% of
the anticipated nautical miles of spawn before a temporary commercial clos\ll'e. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest, allowing greater opportunity for subsistence
harvesters to meet their needs.
Proposal 121-l support this proposal to increase the size of the subsistence only zone ln Sitka Sound.
The clos\ll'e has helpi:d subsistence harvesters to meet some of their needs, but more area is
n.ecessary for subsistence harvesters to continuously meet their needs.
Proposal 125-I support this proposal to reduce the harvest rate to I 0% and to place a cap on the
commercial sac-roe harvest at I0.000 tons. This will increase the economic value of the rce
harvested and leave more hertillg in the water to support the ecosystem and subsistence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional herring industries, there are
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put i.n place by the Board of Fisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sowid herring populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals:
Proposals 116 and 117-I do not support this proposal which would reduce the Amount Necessary for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADF&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester Slll'VCY
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that there is a high frequency of needs not being met

Proposals 119 and 120-1 do not support this proposal to close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove eidsting protections that make it possible for subsistence harvesters
to meet their needs.
Proposal 122-I do not support this proposal to reduce the biomass threshold for the Sitka stock from
25,000 tons to 20,000 tons. This proposal would remove existing conservation measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and will be detrimental to the health of the marine ecosystem.
I hope you can take my comments into account for the upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka
Febrwuy 23-March 3.
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Dear Chairman Johnstone and the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
All a stakeholder ln the marine ecosystem and the health of the local economy, I fimily support these
important proposals regarding herring management in Southe1111t Alaska:

Proposals 114 and 115-1 support this region-wide proposal to require herring stocks to be above their
minimum stock biomass for five consecutive yeai:s before a sac-roe fishery (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pmssure for an extended period of time wilt allow these stocks a greater
opportUnit;y to build back to historic levels. The closures of all sao-roe fisheries except Sitka
Sound this year shows that depleted stocks need more time to recover.
Proposal 118-I support this proposal to only harvest 50% of' the Guideline Harvest Level over 25% of
the anticipated nautical miles of spawn before a temporary commercial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest, allowing greater opportunity for subsistence
hai:vesters to meet their needs.
Proposal 121-I support this proposal to increase the size of the subsistence only zone in Sitka Sound.
The closl)l'e hllll helped S\lb$istence harvesters to meet some of their needs, but more area is
necessary for subsistence harvestm to continuously meet their needs.
Proposal 125-1 support this proposal to reduce the harvest rate to I0% and to place a cap on the
commercial sac-roe harvest at 10,000 tons. This wlll incre1111e the economic vallltl of the roe
harvested and leave more herring in the water to support the ecosystem and subsistence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional herring industries, there are
several proposals which will remove conservation lllJlasures put in place by the Board of Fisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound herring populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals:
Proposals 116 and 117-I do not support this proposal which would reduce the Amount Necessary for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADl'&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester survey
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that there is a high frequency of needs not being met.
Proposals 119 and 120-1 do not support this proposal to close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove existing protections that make it possible for subsistence harvesters
to meet their needs.
Proposal 122-I do not support this proposal to reduce the biomass threshold for the Sitka stock ftom
25,000 tons to 20,000 tons. This proposal would remove existing conservation measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and will be detrimental to the health of the marine eoosystem.
I hope you can take my comments into acoouot for the upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka
February 23-March 3.
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Dear Chainmm Johnstone and the Alllllka Board of Fisheries,
As a stakeholder in the marine ecosystem and the health of the local economy, I finnly support these
important J?fOposals regarding herring management in Southeast Alaska:
Pl"Op<>sals 114 and 11!!-I supp<>rt thls region-wide proposal m require herring stocks to be above their
minim.um stock biomass for five consecutive years before a sac-roe fishery (seine or glllnet) can
occur. Removing J:hhing pressure for an extended period of time will allow these stocks a greater
opp<>rtunity to build back to historic levels. The closures of all sac-roe fisheries except Sitka
Sound this year shows that depleted stocks need more time to recover.
Proposal 118-1 support this proposal to only harvest 50% of the Guideline Harvest Level over 25% of
the anticipated nautical miles of spawn. before a temporary commercial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of co=roiaJ harvest, allowing greater opportunity for subsistence
harvesters to meet their needs.
Proposal 121-I $Upport this proposal to increase the size of the subsistence only zone in Sitka Sound.
The closure has helped subsl$tence harwsters to meet some of their needs, but more area is
necessary for subsistence harvesters to continu011$ly meet their needs.
Proposal 125-1 support this proposal to reduce the harvest rate to 10% and to place a cap on the
commercial sac-roe harvest at I 0,000 tons. This will increase the economic value of the roe
harvested and leave more herring in the water to support the ecosystem and subsistence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional herring industries, there ate
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put in place by the Board of Fisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound herring populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals;
Proposals 116 and 117-1 do not support this proposal which would reduce the Amount Necessary for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADF&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester survey
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that there is a high frequency of needs not being met.
Proposals 119 and 120-I do not support this proposal m close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove existing protections that make it possible for subsistence harvesters
to meet their needs.
Prop0sal 122-I do not support this proposal to reduce the biomlllls tbre$hold for the Sitka stock from
25,000 tons to 20,000 tons. This proposal would remove existing conservation measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and wUI be detrimental to the health of the marine ecosystem.
I hopo you can take my comme)lts into account for the upcoming Board of Fisheries mileting in Sitka
February 23-March 3 .
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Dear Chairman Johruitone and the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
As a stakeholder in the marine ecosystem and the health of the local economy, I finnly support these

important proposals regarding herring management in Southeast Alaska:
Proposals 114 and 115-1 support this region-wide proposal to require herring stocks to be above their
minimum stock biomass for five consecutive years before a sac-roe fishery (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pressure for an extended period of time wilt allow these stocks a greater
opportunity to build back to historic levels. The closures of all sac-roe fisheries except Sitka
Sound this year shows that depleted stocks need more time to recover.
Proposal 118-1 support this proposal to only harvest 50% of the Guideline Harvest Level over 25% of
the anticipated 1111Utical miles of spawn before a temporary commercial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest, allowing greater opportunity for subsistence
harvestets to meet thclr needs.
Proposal 121-I support this proposal to inCtease the size of the subsistence only zone in Sitka Sound.
The closure has helped subsistence harvesters to meet some of their needs, but more area is
necessary for subsistence ha:rre.stera to continuously meet their needs.
Proposal 125-I support this proposal to reduce the harvest rate to 10% and to place a cap on the
commercial sai;i.roe harvost at 10,000 tons. This will increase the economic value of the roe
harvested and leave more herring in tho water to support the ecosystem and subsistence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional herring industries, there are
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put in place by the Board of Fisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound herring populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals:
Proposals 116 and 117-1 do not suppo1t this proposal which would reduce the Amount Necesmy for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADF&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester survey
shows 1hat the ANS ls achievable, and that there ls a high frequency of needs not being met.
Proposals 119 and 120-1 do not support th\$ proposal to close the subsistell~e only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove existing protections that make it possible for subsistence harvesters
to meet their needs.
Proposal 122-I do not support this proposal to reduce the biomass threshold for the Sitka stock from
25,000 tons to 20,000 tons. This proposal would remove existing conservation measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and will be detrimental to the health of the marine ecosystem.
I hope you can take my comments into account for the upcoming Board of Fisheries

eting in Sitka

February 23-March 3.
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Dear Chairman Johnstone 1111d the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
· Aa a stakeholder In the marine ecosy$1n and the health of the local economy, I finnly support these
Important proposals regarding herring managem1111t in Southeast Alaska:

Propo$8JS 114 and 115-I support this region-wide proposal to raqltlte hEll'tlng stocks to be above their
minimum stock biomass for five COil!lecutive years befure a sac..roe fishlll')' (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pre!lllnre fbr an extonded period of time will allow these stock$ a greater
oppwtunity to build back m historic levels. The closures of all sac-toe fisheries el(cept Sitka
Sound this year shows that depleted ll'tOO.Ks need more time to recover.
Propos11l llll-I support this proposal to only harvest 50% of the Guideline Harvest Level over 25% of'

the anticipated nalltfcal miles of spawn before a tomponuy comm11rcial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest, allowing greater opportunity for subsistenee
harvesters t.o meet their needs.
Proposal 121-I support this proposal to increase the si~ of the subsistence only zone In Sitka Sound.
ihe closure mu helped subsistence harvesters to meet some of their needs, hllt more area is
necessary for subsistence ltarvestem to continuout;ly meet their needs.
Proposal 125--I support 1his proposal to reduce the harVest rate to l O"A> and to place 11 cap on the
commercial sac-roe harvest at 10,000 tons. This will lncreHe the economic value of 1he roe
harvested and leave more hWT!ng in the water to support the ec0system and subsistence
harvestem.
Despite these excel11111t proposals to sustain commercial and traditlo1111l hmlng industries, there are
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put in place hy the Board of Fisheries. The$e
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound heiring populations, ruining both oommeroial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals:
·
Proposals 116 and 117-I "do not supp0rt this ptOpoSlli which would reduce the Amount Necessary ibr
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADF&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester survey
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that there is a high frequency of needs not being met.
Proposal!l 119and120-I do not sl{Pportthis prilposal to close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal wouldtemove eidsting ~ons that make it possible for subsisteru:e"harvestm
to meet their needs,

Proposal 122-l do not support this proposal to reduce the biOlllass threshold fur the Sitka stock from
.

2S,OOO tons to 20,000 tons. This proposal would remove existing conservation measures e.na.cted
by 1he Board ofFisheries .and will be detrimental to the health t'.lfthe marine ecosystem.
I hope you can take my comments into ru;count for the upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka
February 23-March 3.
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Dear Chairman Johnstone and the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
As a stakoholder in the marine ecosystem and the health of the local economy, I firmly support these
important proposals regarding herring management in Southeast Alasb:
Proposnls 114 and 115-I support this region-wide proposal to require herring stocks to be above their
minimll.lll stock biomass :for five conseQutive years before a sac-roe fishery (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pressure for an mended period of time will allow these stocks a greater
opportunity to build back to historic levels. The closures of all sac-roe fisheries except Sitka
SoWld this year shows that depleted stocks need more time to recover.
Proposal 118-I support this proposal to only harvest 50% of the Guideline Harvest Level over 25% of
the anticipated nautical miles of spawn before a temponuy commercial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest. allowing greater opportunity for subsistence
harvesters to meet their needs.
Proposal 121-I support this proposal to inorease the size of the subsistence only zone in Sitka Sound.
The closure has helped subsistence harvesters to meet som0 of their needs, but more area is
necessary for subsistence harvesters to continuously meet their needs.
Proposal 125--I support this proposal to reduce the harvest rate to 1OU/o and to place a cap on the
commorcial sac-roe harvest at 10,000 tons. This will increase the economic value of the roe
harvested and leave more herring in the water to support the ecosystem and subsistence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional herring industries, there are
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put in place by the Board of Fisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound herting populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals:
Proposals 116 and 117-I do not support this proposal which would reduce the Amount Necessary for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADF&:G Division of Subs.istence herring harvestet survey
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that there ls a high frequency of needs not being me~
Proposals 119 and 120-I do not support this proposal to close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove existing protections that make it possible for subsistence harvesters
to meet their needs.
Proposal 122-l do not support this proposal to reduce the biomass threshold for the Sitka stock from
25,000 tons to 20,000 «ms. This proposal would remove existing consernition measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and will be detrimental to the health of the marine ecosystem.
I hope you can take my comments into account for the upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka

February 23-March 3.
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Pear Chainnan Johnstone and the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
As a stakeholder in the marine ecos)IS!Qm and the health of the local economy, I finn,ly s11pport these
important proposals regarding herring management In Southell!lt Alaskll~
Proposals 114 and 115----I support this region-wide proposal to require herring stocks to be above their
minimlllll stock biomass fur five consecutive yelll'S before a sac-roe fishery (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pressure fbr an mended period of time will allow these stocks a greater
opportunity to build back to historic levels. Tho closures of all sac-roe fisheries except Sitkll
Sound this year shows that depleted sti:ioks need more time to recover.
Proposal 118-1 support this proposal to only harvest 50"A. of the Guideline Harvest Love! over 25% of
the anticipated nautical miles of spawn before a temporary commercial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest, allowing greater opportwlity fur subsistence
harvesters to meet their needs.
Proposal 121-l support this proposal to Increase the size of the subsistence only zone in Sitka Sound.
The closl!l'e has helped subsistence harvesters to meet some of their needs, but more area is
necessary for subsistence harvesters to continuously meet their needs.
Proposal 125--I support this proposal to reduce the hwst rate to 10% 1U1d to place a cap on the
commercial sac-roe harvest at 10,000 ti:ins. This will iocrell!le the economic value of the roe
harvested and leave more herring in the water to support the ecosystem and subslstence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional herring industries, there are
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put in place by the Board of Fisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound herring populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the fbllowing proposals:
Proposals 116 and 117-I do not support this proposal which would reduce the Amount NeceBsary for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of APF&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester survey
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that there is a high frequency of needs not being met.
Proposals 119 and 120-1 do not support this proposal to close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove existing protections that make it possible for subsistence' harvesters
to meet their needs.
Proposal 122-1 do not support this proposal to reduce the biomass threshold for the Sitkll stock from
25,000 tons to 20,000 tons. This prllposal would remove existing consarvatlon measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and will be detrimental to the health of the marlne ecosystem.
I hope you can take my comments into account for the upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka
February 23-March 3.
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Dear Chairman Johnstone and the Alaska Board of Fisheries,
As a stakeholder in the marine ecosystem and the health of the local economy, I firmly support 1hese
important proposals regarding herring management in Southeast Alaska:
Proposal$ 114 and 115--I support this region-wide proposal to require herring stocks to be above their
minimum stock biomass for five consecutive years before a sao-roe fishery (seine or gillnet) can
occur. Removing fishing pressure for an extended period of time will allow these stocks a greater
opportunity to build back to historic levels. The closures of all sac-roe :fisheries except Sitka
Sound this year shows that depleted stocks need more time to recover.
Proposal US-I support this proposal to only harvest 50% of the Guideline Harvest Levo! rwer 25% of
the anticipated nautical miles of spawn before a temporary commercial closure. This proposal
would slow down the rate of commercial harvest, allowing greater opportunity for subsistence
har\liilsters to meet their needs.
Proposal 121-I support this proposal to Increase tbe size of tbe subsistence only zone in Sitka Sound.
The closure has helped subsistence harvesters to meet some of their needs, but more an:a is
necessary for subsistence harvesters to continuously meet their needs.
Proposal 125--.I support this proposal to reduce the har¥cst rate to 10% and to place a cap on the
commercial sac-roe harvest at 10,000 tons. This wiII increase the economic value of the roe
harvested and leave more herring in the water to support the ecosysumi and subsistence
harvesters.
Despite these excellent proposals to sustain commercial and traditional hming indulll:rles, thero are
several proposals which will remove conservation measures put in place by the Board offisheries. These
proposals will crash the Sitka Sound herring populations, ruining both commercial and subsistence
livelihoods. I do not support the following proposals:
Proposals 116 QI.Id 117-I do not support this proposal which would reduce the Amount Necessary for
Subsistence (ANS). The results of ADF&G Division of Subsistence herring harvester survey
shows that the ANS is achievable, and that 1here is a high frequency of needs oot being met.
Proposnls 119 and 120-I do not support this proposal tc close the subsistence only area in Sitka Sound.
This proposal would remove existing protections that make it possible fur subsistence· harvesters
to meet their needs.
Proposal 122'-I do not support this proposal to reduce the biomass threshold for the Sitka stock ftom
25,000 tons to 20,000 tons. This proposal would remove existing conservation measures enacted
by the Board of Fisheries and will be detrimental to tho health of the marine ecosystem.
l hope you can take my comments into account for the upcoming Board of Fisheries meeting in Sitka
February 23-March 3.
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